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Abstract: The T T¯ deformation of a 2 dimensional field theory living on a curved spacetime
is equivalent to coupling the undeformed field theory to 2 dimensional ‘ghost-free’ massive
gravity. We derive the equivalence classically, and using a path integral formulation of the
random geometries proposal, which mirrors the holographic bulk cutoff picture. We emphasize
the role of the massive gravity Stu¨ckelberg fields which describe the diffeomorphism between
the two metrics. For a general field theory, the dynamics of the Stu¨ckelberg fields is non-trivial,
however for a CFT it trivializes and becomes equivalent to an additional pair of target space
dimensions with associated curved target space geometry and dynamical worldsheet metric.
That is, the T T¯ deformation of a CFT on curved spacetime is equivalent to a non-critical
string theory in Polyakov form. We give a direct proof of the equivalence classically without
relying on gauge fixing, and determine the explicit form for the classical Hamiltonian of the
T T¯ deformation of an arbitrary CFT on a curved spacetime. When the QFT action is a
sum of a CFT plus an operator of fixed scaling dimension, as for example in the sine-Gordon
model, the equivalence to a non-critical theory string holds with a modified target space
metric and an additional potential. Finally we give a stochastic path integral formulation
for the general T T¯ + JT¯ + T J¯ deformation of a general QFT, and show that it reproduces a
recent path integral proposal in the literature.
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1 Introduction
The recent significant interest in T T¯ deformations of two dimensional field theories, and
their extensions, stems from the fact that they represent a rather unique example of an
irrelevant deformation of a local field theory, that may nevertheless be UV complete. Since
the deformation includes a length scale, the UV theory cannot be local in the usual sense,
and the deformation may be thought of as giving rise to an effectively gravitational theory
[1, 2]. The authors of [1, 2] first noted this property by defining the deformed theory through
its S-matrix via a phase factor of the Castillejo-Dalitz-Dyson (CDD) form [3]. On the field
theory side, the meaningful nature of the deformation can be traced to the fact that there is
a well defined composite operator [4–6]
(T T¯ )(x) = lim
y→x
1
2
µνabTµ
a(x)Tν
b(y) = (det[Tµ
a])(x) , (1.1)
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which is the operator we use to define the deformation. The detT form, applicable to any
field theory has been stressed by Cardy [7]. The connection between the effective string mod-
els of [1, 2] and the T T¯ deformation was clarified in [8]. The recent intense discussion of
T T¯ deformations was initiated in [5, 6] where explicit examples of the T T¯ deformation were
given. It was already noted in [6] that the deformation of a free theory of N massless bosons
is classically equivalent to the Nambu-Goto action for an N +2 dimensional string paralleling
the earlier discussion in [1, 8]. The connection with strings has also been emphasized through
light cone gauge arguments [9–12]. More recently, in [13] it has been argued that the non-
critical string can be used as a starting point for the definition of the T T¯ deformation at the
quantum level. In the analysis of the T T¯ deformations, various tricks have been uncovered
that allow the determination of the full T T¯ deformed Lagrangian at the classical level [14–17],
for which one may attempt direct quantization [18].
Generalizations to lower spin JT¯ , deformations [19–23] and higher spin deformations
have also been constructed [24, 25]. A separate effort has begun which is to understand the
T T¯ deformation holographically in terms of a ‘cutoff bulk’ where in particular it is possi-
ble to discuss entanglement entropy [26–40]. Although we will not explicitly consider these
holographic approaches, the stochastic approach of section 2.6 and 4 will closely mirror them
by introducing an auxiliary effective space-time dimension that describes the flow in the de-
formation parameter. Explicit string constructions describing the deformations are given in
[41, 42]. T T¯ deformations have also been extended to non-Lorentz invariant theories [43] and
proposals have been made in higher dimensions [44, 45] and lower dimensions [46].
In this note, we consider the T T¯ deformation of a two dimensional field theory in curved
spacetime1, in order to address the question of what is the appropriate gravitational picture.
Our analysis will be largely classical (except in section 2.6 and section 4), and so in partic-
ular we shall intentionally avoid careful discussion of the conformal anomaly. However our
perspective will be that of Effective Field Theory. If two theories are equivalent quantum
mechanically when the deformation is turned off λ = 0, then if they are classically equivalent
for finite λ, they can always be made quantum mechanically equivalent by the additional of
suitable irrelevant operators that capture the effects of the path integral measure. That is
because the deformation itself is an irrelevant operator, and different quantization procedures
will differ only in their treatment of these irrelevant operators, provided at least that they
agree for λ = 0. With this in mind, we can first find the classical formulation that appears to
be simplest to quantize, and address the issues of anomalies after the fact. Provided the quan-
tum description reproduces the desired correlators for λ = 0, we may regard it as a consistent
definition of the deformation. We will be led to a rather obvious conclusion about what this
formulation is, at least in the case where the undeformed theory is a conformal field theory
1The expectation value of the T T¯ composite operator on curved spacetimes has been explicitly considered
in [47].
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(CFT). One unsung virtue of having a definition of the deformation on curved spacetime is
that it allows us to define the stress energy covariantly, rather than as the Noether current and
this will prove very convenient in giving simple derivations of relations that remain slightly
mysterious in the current literature.
Briefly, we find that
• The T T¯ deformation of a generic field theory is equivalent to coupling the undeformed
field theory to 2D ‘ghost-free massive gravity’ [48].
• 2D ‘ghost-free massive gravity’ emerges naturally as the solution of a stochastic path
integral for random geometries which defines the deformation at the quantum level, at
least in flat space.
• When the field theory is conformal, we can directly prove, by means of introducing a
conformal Stu¨ckelberg (compensator) for the deformation, the equivalence of 2D ‘ghost-
free massive gravity’ to a (in general) non-critical string theory in Polyakov form.
• Equivalently, starting with a non-critical string theory with curved target space metric,
we may reinterpret it as a T T¯ deformation of a CFT living on a generically curved
spacetime.
• When the undeformed theory is a CFT, we can exactly determine the classical Hamil-
tonian which takes the classic square root solution of the Burgers equation form.
• For special classes of non-conformal field theories it is also possible to give an inter-
pretation in terms of a non-critical string with the addition of a conformally invariant
target space potential.
• We extend the stochastic path integral derivation to the general case of a T T¯ +JT¯ +T J¯
deformation, and find that it reproduce a recent proposal in the literature, generalized
to curved spacetime.
Overall, these results are not entirely surprising since the connection of T T¯ and Polyakov
strings has been well noted for flat spacetimes [1, 6, 13], in particular it is utilized in lightcone
gauge in [9–12], and was implicit in earlier work [1, 8]. We will however be able to derive
this directly, albeit classically, without any need to perform gauge choices, and for a curved
spacetime. Note that there is no contradiction with the observation that the gravitational
descriptions of T T¯ in flat spacetime are given by Jackiw-Teitelboim (topological) gravity
[49, 50] (emphasized in [51, 52]) or random geometries [7, 53]. Flat space Jackiw-Teitelboim
(topological) gravity is equivalent to ghost-free massive gravity for a flat reference metric,
and we will see in section 2.6 that the massive gravity action (2.14) can be derived directly
from the path integral formulation of the random geometry framework. One of the striking
consequences of this formalism is that we will be able to give a closed form expression for
– 3 –
the T T¯ deformation of any CFT (see section 3.1) on a curved spacetime. The final result for
the Hamiltonian has the classic square root structure known from the solution of the Burgers
equation that correctly reproduces the T T¯ deformed energies of a CFT on a cylinder. In-
triguingly this form is at least classically far more general.
We begin in section 2 with a classical derivation of the solution to the T T¯ deformation,
namely two dimensional ghost-free massive gravity. We then go on to to discuss some well
known aspects of massive gravity, in particular the role of the Stu¨ckelberg fields that arise
in section 2.2, the metric formulation 2.3 and the Hamiltonian and the role of the constraint
that removes the Boulware-Deser ghost 2.5. In the present context, it is the solution of this
constraint that determines the precise form of the T T¯ deformed Hamiltonian. In section
2.6 we show that the massive gravity description emerges naturally from a path integral
solution of the quantum T T¯ deformation. In section 2.7 we give a (classical) proof that two
dimensional massive gravity coupled to a conformal field theory is equivalent to a (in general)
non-critical string. In section 3 we reverse the logic and show that starting with the Polyakov
action for a non-critical string, it is possible to interpret it as T T¯ deformation of a CFT or
slightly more generally a special class of non-conformal field theories 3.2. Finally in section
4 we give a stochastic path integral derivation of the path integral appropriate to describing
the general T T¯ + JT¯ + T J¯ deformation.
2 From T T¯ to Massive Gravity to Polyakov
In this section our goal is to determine the classical T T¯ deformation of a two dimensional
field theory on a curved spacetime. We will give a quantum derivation at least valid for
flat reference metrics, which may be generalizable to curved spacetimes in section 2.6. At
the classical level, the T T¯ deformation of a two dimensional field theory living on a curved
manifold with metric γµν = f
a
µf
b
νηab, and zweibein f
a
µ is defined by the differential relation
2
dSλ[ϕ, f ]
dλ
= −
∫
d2x
1
2
µνabTµ
aTν
b = −
∫
d2x det[Tµ
a] , (2.1)
where ϕ denotes the unspecified matter fields. Here the stress energy is that of the deformed
theory, with deformation parameter λ, defined in mixed Lorentz and diffeomorphism indices
by
det(f)Tµa(x) =
δSλ[ϕ, f ]
δfµa(x)
. (2.2)
The above differential equation appears to be complicated to solve in general, and original
attempts made use of well chosen ansatz or other tricks [6, 16, 17]. However, it is possible
2We use Lorentzian conventions. For convenience we work with 01 = +1 and 01 = +1 both in the
Euclidean and Lorentzian so that in the Lorentzian µν = −ηµαηνααβ . This removes an unnecessary minus
sign.
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to give a practical general solution by means of introducing an auxiliary zweibein eaµ (and
associated metric gµν = e
a
µe
b
νηab) and considering the action
ST T¯ [ϕ, f, e] =
∫
d2x
1
2λ
µνab(e
a
µ − faµ)(ebν − f bν) + S0[ϕ, e] (2.3)
where S0[ϕ, e] is the undeformed action living on the spacetime defined by the zweibein e
a
µ.
We will often refer to this as the seed theory. The stress energy defined from ST T¯ by varying
with respect to f gives
det(f)Tµa[ϕ, f, e] = − 1
λ
µνab(e
b
ν − f bν) , (2.4)
which is better written as
eµ
a = fµ
a − λ det fµνabT νb[ϕ, f, e] . (2.5)
We stress this is not an equation of motion, but a definition of the stress energy tensor. The
actual equation of motion is the deceptively similar equation
1
λ
µνab(e
b
ν − f bν) +
δS0[ϕ, e]
δeaµ
= 0 . (2.6)
In the absence of curvature couplings, this equation is an algebraic equation for the zweibein
e which may be solved relatively straightforwardly. We denote by e∗ the associated on-shell
value of eµ
a which is now λ dependent by virtue of equation (2.6). In turn from this equation
we find a simple relationship between the stress energy of the undeformed theory on the
curved geometry e and that of the T T¯ deformed theory, namely
det fTµa =
δS0[ϕ]
δeaµ
∣∣∣
e=e∗
= det e∗T0µa(ϕ, e∗) . (2.7)
Remembering that the spacetime indices on Tµa are raised and lowered using f/γ and those
in T0
µ
a using e/g then by taking the determinant of both sides we find
detTµ
a = detT0µ
a . (2.8)
To see that the action (2.3) is correctly defining the T T¯ deformation we note that
dST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗]
dλ
= −
∫
d2x
1
2λ2
µνab(e
a
µ − faµ)(ebν − f bν) +
∫
d2x
de∗
dλ
δST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗]
δe
. (2.9)
The last term vanishes, by virtue of the on-shell condition, and so we have on-shell
dST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗]
dλ
= −
∫
d2x
1
2λ2
µνab(e∗µa − fµa)(e∗νb − fνb) (2.10)
= −
∫
d2x
1
2
µνabTµ
a[ϕ, f, e∗]Tνb[ϕ, f, e∗] . (2.11)
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This is precisely the defining relation (2.1) given the identification
Sλ[ϕ, f ] = ST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗] , (2.12)
together with the on-shell equivalence of the two stress energies Tµ
a = T aµ [ϕ, f, e∗] from
δSλ[ϕ, f ]
δfµa(x)
=
δST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗]
δfµa(x)
+
∫
d2x′
δe∗,νb(x′)
δfµa(x)
δST T¯ [ϕ, f, e∗]
δeνb(x′)
. (2.13)
Hence classically at least the T T¯ deformation of an undeformed action S0[ϕ, f ] is completely
described by the action3
ST T¯ [ϕ, f, e] =
∫
d2x
m2
2
µνab(e
a
µ − faµ)(ebν − f bν) + S0[ϕ, e] . (2.14)
where we identify m2 = 1/λ. Remarkably the resulting gravitational theory, where e is
viewed as the dynamical metric, is well known, it is simply ‘ghost-free’ massive gravity4 in
two dimensions [48] (see [55] for an extensive review). In the parlance of massive gravity, e is
the dynamical zweibein and f is the reference zweibein. This connection may be made more
explicit by putting the above action in a pure metric form, as we do below in section 2.3, as
was originally done in [48]. The vielbein form of ghost-free massive gravity which corresponds
to (2.14) was given in [56].
2.1 Classical Trace Flow equation
If the undeformed theory is a CFT, then it is possible to derive a simple relation that describes
the flow of the stress energy tensor. We denote the trace of the stress energy tensor by
Θ = fµ
aTµa =
1
det f
fµ
a δSλ[ϕ, f ]
δfµa(x)
. (2.15)
The vanishing of the trace of the stress energy for the undeformed theory δS0[ϕ]δeaµ
eaµ = 0 together
with the equation of motion for e (2.6) implies that
µνabe
a
µ(e
b
ν − f bν) = 0 . (2.16)
Using (2.4), this is the statement that
eµ
aTµa = (fµ
a − λdet fµνabT νb)Tµa = 0 , (2.17)
in other words the trace in the deformed theory is
Θ = 2λ det f det(Tµa ) = 2λ det(T
µ
ν ) = −λ
(
TµνT
µν −Θ2) . (2.18)
3Interestingly this Lagrangian appeared in [54] as a tool to determine the solution of the Wheeler-de Witt
equation in the context of the AdS3/CFT 2 correspondence. The connection with T T¯ was noted in [26].
4Sometimes referred to as the de Rham-Gabadadze-Tolley (dRGT) model.
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Given this the deformation equation is simply the response of the action to a change of scale
reflecting the fact that for a classical CFT, the only scale that arises is the deformation
parameter itself
dSλ[ϕ, f ]
dλ
= −
∫
d2x
1
2λ
det f Θ(x) . (2.19)
Eq. (2.18) is of course a classical relation, and we expect it to be modified at the quantum
level by at least the presence of the conformal anomaly to something of the form
Θ = − c
24pi
R[f ]− λ (TµνTµν −Θ2) + . . . , (2.20)
where . . . may account for higher derivative corrections. The precise modification will be
determined by the precise quantization prescription. Specific proposals have been given guided
by holography [26, 28, 45], Our perspective will rather be to first find the best classical
description and worry about the anomaly afterwards.
2.2 Stu¨ckelberg Fields
Although there are no propagating massive gravitons in two dimensions, the sense in which
this is massive is that the fixed zweibein f spontaneously breaks the symmetries of the
gravitational theory. Two vielbeins e and f both transform in principle under separate copies
of diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations. When they are coupled together in
the action (2.14), these symmetries are spontaneously broken down to a single diagonal copy
(Diff [M ]× Lorentz)× (Diff [M ]× Lorentz)→ Diff [M ]diag × Lorentzdiag . (2.21)
In other words it is invariant under local Lorentz transformations and diffeomorphisms that
act identically on e and f
eaµ(x)dx
µ = λab(x
′)e′bµ(x
′)dx′µ , (2.22)
faµ(x)dx
µ = λab(x
′)f ′bµ(x
′)dx′µ , (2.23)
where λab(x
′) denotes a local Lorentz transformation λT ηλ = η. This would be the symmetry
were both e and f regarded as dynamical. However, when the reference zweibein is in turn
taken to be non-dynamical, these remaining local symmetries are broken down to the global
isometries of f .
Diff [M ]diag × Lorentzdiag → Isom(f) , (2.24)
in other words the spacetime symmetries of the undeformed action. This is the same break-
ing pattern that occurs in massive gravity in any dimension [57–59]. As is standard, it is
convenient to describe the broken state by reintroducing Stu¨ckelberg fields for the broken
symmetries [60]. The Stu¨ckelberg fields are the fields that become the Goldstone modes in
the global limit.
In the present case, to recover the local Diff [M ]diag×Lorentzdiag symmetry we introduce
local Lorentz Λab(x) = e
ηac(x)ωcb and diffeomorphism ΦA(x) Stu¨ckelberg fields (we follow the
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conventions of [57–59]). Since we are in two dimensions there is only one Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg
field ωab = abω, and we have two diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields Φ
A. The reference
zweibein takes the form
faµ(x) = Λ
a
b∂µΦ
AFA
b(Φ) (2.25)
such that
γµνdx
µdxν = ηabFA
a(Φ)FB
b(Φ)dΦAdΦB = γˆAB(Φ)dΦ
AdΦB . (2.26)
For example, in the simplest case in which the reference metric is Minkowski we have F aA = δ
a
A
and so
faµ = Λ
a
b∂µΦ
b . (2.27)
If we work in unitary gauge Λab = δ
a
b , i.e. ω = 0, for the Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields, but
not for the diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields, then we get the form of the action determined
in [51, 52] which is equivalent to the (flat space) Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity [49, 50]. More
generally it is clear however that it is better to interpret this action as that for massive gravity
in order to describe field theories on arbitrary spacetimes.
2.3 Metric Formulation
The full Stu¨ckelberg form of the action (2.14) is
ST T¯ [ϕ, f, e] =
∫
d2x
m2
2
µνab(e
a
µ − Λac∂µΦAFAc(Φ))(ebν − Λbd∂νΦBFBd(Φ)) + S0[ϕ, e] .
(2.28)
By virtue of the Stu¨ckelberg fields this is now manifestly diffeomorphism and local Lorentz
invariant. Crucially the matter fields ϕ do not directly couple to the Stu¨ckelberg fields, and
furthermore the Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields arise as auxiliary variables which may be integrated
out. To do this we note that the equation of motion for the Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg field is the
so-called ‘symmetric vielbein’ condition [56, 57]
δST T¯
δωab
= 0 → eaµf bνηab = eaνf bµηab , (2.29)
or in shorthand
(eT ηf) = (eT ηf)T = fT ηe . (2.30)
In two dimensions, this is only one independent equation, for one independent Lorentz
Stu¨ckelberg ω. Explicitly isolating the Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields then we have more con-
cisely f = ΛFˆ , i.e. faµ = Λ
a
b Fˆ
b
µ and Fˆ
a
µ = F
a
A∂µΦ
A, so that the symmetric vielbein condition
is
eT ηΛFˆ = Fˆ TΛT ηe . (2.31)
The solution of this equation is well known, and is obtained from constructing the combination
(using ΛT ηΛ = η)
eT η
(
ΛFˆ e−1
)2
= Fˆ T ηFˆ e−1 , (2.32)
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and then square rooting and using a similarity transformation5
Λ =
(√
η−1eT−1Fˆ T ηFˆ e−1
)
eFˆ−1 = e
√
g−1γFˆ−1 , (2.33)
where we have written the square roots in terms of the metrics g = eT ηe and γ = Fˆ T ηFˆ .
Crucially then
e−1f = e−1ΛFˆ =
√
g−1γ . (2.34)
This is the origin of the square root structure characteristic of ghost-free massive gravity
[48, 56]. Now
det[eaµ − faµ ] = det(e) det[1− e−1f ] =
√
−det g det[1−
√
g−1γ] . (2.35)
and on substituting back in the action, we obtain
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
√
−det g
[
−1
2
m2(Tr[K2]− Tr[K]2)
]
+ S0[ϕ, e] , (2.36)
where
Kµν = δ
µ
ν −
√
gµαγαν = δ
µ
ν −
√
gµαγˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB . (2.37)
This is precisely the metric form of massive gravity that was explicitly considered in [48] for
a Minkowski reference metric.
2.4 Explicit Form for Mass Term
The unwieldy nature of the matrix square roots prompts us to put the above action in a more
explicit form. Fortunately in two dimensions this is easy to do. We note that
detK = det
(
I −
√
g−1γ
)
= 1− tr[
√
g−1γ] + det
(√
g−1γ
)
, (2.38)
= 1− tr[
√
g−1γ] +
√
(det g)−1 det(γ) . (2.39)
Then using
det
(√
g−1γ
)
=
√
(det g)−1 det(γ) =
1
2
(
tr[
√
g−1γ]
)2 − 1
2
tr[g−1γ] , (2.40)
and rearranging
tr[
√
g−1γ] =
√
tr[g−1γ] + 2
√
(det g)−1 det(γ) . (2.41)
Hence the action is given more explicitly as
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2xLStuck[Φ, g] + S0[ϕ, e] , (2.42)
5Note that the square root is unambigously defined by diagonalizing g−1f with a similarity transformation,
which is always possible given the symmetric nature of tensors, and then taking the square root of each of its
eigenvalues with positive sign.
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where Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian has a highly unusual non-linear sigma model form:
LStuck[Φ, g, γ] = m2
(√
−det g +
√
−det γ −
√
−det g tr[g−1γ] + 2
√
−det g
√
−det(γ)
)
.
(2.43)
This would be relatively straightforward were it not for the third square root structure. For
massive gravity in higher dimensions, this Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian becomes increasingly more
complicated, and has been considered explicitly in for example [61–66]. In higher dimensions,
the Stu¨ckelberg fields describe the extra helicity degrees of freedom in a massive graviton,
namely the helicity-one and helicity-zero modes [61, 67]. In two dimensions, even a massive
graviton has no propagating degrees of freedom, and so despite appearances LStuck[Φ, g, γ]
does not describe two scalar degrees of freedom [62]. The special square root structure
preserves a symmetry (for flat reference metric) which kills off the would-be dynamics of the
two scalars Φa [62] and more generally a pair of second class constraints. Establishing this
symmetry or constraints is notoriously difficult (see [61, 62]), however in unitary gauge in two
dimensions it becomes more straightforward as we see in section 2.5.
2.5 T T¯ Hamiltonian for a generic QFT
The Hamiltonian for the T T¯ deformation, i.e. that for two dimensional massive gravity, for a
Minkowski reference metric was already worked out in [48] as a toy example of the ‘ghost-free’
massive gravity structure (see also [62]). We repeat the argument here generalized to curved
reference metric (in higher dimensions this Hamiltonian analysis was considered in [68]). We
may always put the two metrics in ADM form
gµνdx
µdxν = −N2(x, t)dt2 +A2(x, t)(dx+Nx(x, t)dt)2 , (2.44)
and
γµνdx
µdxν = −M2(x, t)dt2 +B2(x, t)(dx+Mx(x, t)dt)2 , (2.45)
where in this subsection we work in unitary gauge Φa = xa.
The covariant action of the undeformed theory can always be written in the canonical
form
S0[ϕ, e] =
∫
d2x
[∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NH−NxHx −
∑
a
λaCa
]
, (2.46)
where H is the Hamiltonian constraint and Hx is the momentum constraint, which are func-
tions of the phase space variables ϕI , ΠI and their spatial derivatives. ΠI are the momenta
conjugate to the set of matter fields ϕI , about which we have made no assumptions. In par-
ticular this expression would be equally valid for fermionic fields since its structure is fixed by
diffeomorphism invariance. The λa are Lagrange multipliers for any other possible constraints
Ca = 0 in the system. More generally, when there are for example curvature couplings, for
instance for Einstein-dilaton gravity, we may need to introduce a momentum conjugate to A,
i.e. a term
∫
d2xΠAA˙, however this does not arise in the pure classical ghost-free massive
gravity where the Einstein-Hilbert term is purely topological.
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In order to evaluate the mass term (2.43) we need√
−det g = NA ,
√
−det γ = MB , tr[g−1γ] = B
2N2 +A2(M2 −B2(Mx −Nx)2
A2N2
.
(2.47)
Hence the mass term evaluated in unitary gauge is
LStuck[xa, g, γ] = m2
(
NA+MB −NA
√
2
MB
NA
+
B2N2 +A2(M2 −B2(Mx −Nx)2
A2N2
)
= m2
(
NA+MB −
√
(BN +AM)2 −A2B2(Mx −Nx)2
)
. (2.48)
As noted in [48] the structure of the canonical action is considerably simplified with the
change of variables Nx = Mx + (BN +AM)nx/(AB) so that it takes the form
ST T¯ =
∫
d2x
[∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NH−MxHx −
∑
a
λaCa +m
2(NA+MB)
−(NB +MA)
(
1
AB
nxHx +m2
√
1− (nx)2
)]
. (2.49)
The special magic of ‘ghost-free’ massive gravity [48] is that it is now possible to integrate
out the non-dynamical shift nx and leave behind an action which is linear N , so that N acts
as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint that removes the Boulware-Deser (BD) ghost [69].
Explicitly we have
nx =
Hx
m2AB√
1 +
( Hx
m2AB
)2 , (2.50)
and so substituting back in gives
ST T¯ =
∫
d2x
∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NCBD −MxHx −
∑
a
λaCa −m2M
√A2 + (m2Hx
B
)2
−B
 ,
(2.51)
where the BD ghost removing constraint CBD becomes
CBD = H+m2B
√
1 +
( Hx
m2AB
)2
−Am2 = 0 . (2.52)
This constraint should be viewed as an equation for A. Indeed, in the case where the original
Lagrangian also included a
∫
d2xΠAA˙ term, this constraint will remove the dynamics of A
and ultimately that of ΠA. We denote the solution of (2.52) by A∗. For a general field theory
we need to specify the Lagrangian in order to determine A∗. Nevertheless, assuming this
is known we can give an expression for the Hamiltonian evaluated on the constraint surface
Ca = CBD = 0 (assuming
∫
d2xΠAA˙ term is absent) namely
H =
∫
dx
m2M
√A2∗ + (Hx(A∗)m2B
)2
−B
+MxHx(A∗)
 , (2.53)
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where Hx(A∗) is understood to be the momentum constraint evaluated on the solution of the
BD constraint.
To confirm that we have the correct solution we note that for a massless minimally
coupled scalar ϕ for which S0[ϕ, e] =
∫
d2x
(−12√−det ggµν∂µϕ∂νϕ) the Hamiltonian and
momentum constraints are
H = 1
2A
Π2 +
1
2A
(∂xϕ)
2 , Hx = Π∂xϕ , (2.54)
and on solving the BD constraint we recover the correct two dimensional Nambu-Goto Hamil-
tonian on curved spacetime which is indeed the correct T T¯ deformation.
H =
∫
dx
[
m2MB
2
(
−1 +
√(
1 +
2Π2
m2B2
)(
1 +
2(∂xϕ)2
m2B2
))
+MxΠ∂xϕ
]
. (2.55)
For a general field theory we cannot be more explicit about the form of the Hamiltonian
than (2.53) without specifying the Lagrangian. However the situation is very different when
the seed theory is a CFT. This is essentially because for a CFT, the A dependence of the
Hamiltonian is fixed by conformal symmetry and so it is trivial to solve the BD constraint.
We shall give the T T¯ Hamiltonian for a general CFT in section 3.1 arriving at it by a slightly
different but equivalent method.
2.6 Random Geometries and a Stochastic Path Integral
If we define perturbations of the metric as
gµν = γµν + 2hµν (2.56)
then at quadratic order the above action takes the standard Fierz-Pauli form
S
(2)
T T¯
=
∫
d2x
√
−det γ
[
−1
2
m2
(
hµνh
µν − h2)+ hµνTµν0 + . . .] . (2.57)
where indices are now raised and lowered with respect to the reference metric. The only
difference between this and the higher dimensional generalization is the absence of an explicit
kinetic term for the massive spin-2 state hµν reflected in the fact that even massive gravitons
in two dimensions have no propagating degrees of freedom. Within the path integral over
metrics, this gives the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation discussed in [7] which repro-
duces the leading order T T¯ deformation. We may thus regard the metric formulation (2.36)
or the equivalent zweibein formulation (2.14) as the correct nonlinear generalization of the
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, generalized to curved spacetimes.
Using the result of section 2.9, when the reference metric f is Minkowski, then e is also
forced to be Minkowski in the same local Lorentz frame, but a different diffeomorphism frame.
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Thus on-shell we may gauge fix eaµ = δ
a
µ and f
a
µ = ∂µΦ
a. Then denoting Φa = xa + pia, the
Stu¨ckelberg action evaluated on-shell is
SStu¨ckelberg =
∫
d2x
m2
2
µνab(e
a
µ − faµ)(ebν − f bν) (2.58)
=
∫
d2x
m2
2
µνab∂µpi
a∂νpi
b (2.59)
=
∫
∂M
dxµ
m2
2
µνabpi
a∂νpi
b , (2.60)
which is a pure boundary term. Cardy [7] argues that it is this total derivative feature that
is at the root of the solvability of the T T¯ deformation. This is also why in the flat case,
this theory is often referred to as topological gravity. This simple total derivative property
does not appear to extend to curved reference metrics, and so it is not entirely clear these
arguments are useful more generally. This appears to correlate with the more complicated
properties of the expectation value of the composite T T¯ operator on curved spacetime [47].
The random geometries framework of [7], appropriately formulated in terms of zweibeins,
can be used to give an explicit path integral derivation of (2.14). At the quantum level, the
T T¯ deformation can be defined for the path integral (partition function in the Euclidean) via
the functional differential equation6
i
dZλ[f, J ]
dλ
=
∫
d2x lim
y→x
1
2
µν
ab(−i)2 δ
2Zλ[f, J ]
δf bν(x)δf
a
µ(y)
, (2.61)
here J denotes sources for the matter fields ϕ. It is possible that this equation should be
supplemented by additional curvature terms, so that the limit y → x is well defined, i.e.
contact terms, but for now we assume this is the correct starting point. This takes the form
of a stochastic differential equation7, or a field theory functional Schro¨dinger equation, de-
pending on Euclidean versus Lorentzian perspective. The Hamiltonian in this Schro¨dinger
equation is purely quadratic in momenta, only because we are working with the zweibeins as
the fundamental variable, and we are in two dimensions.
Once this is recognized, we see that (2.61) is straightforward to solve formally in terms
of a path integral over fields which are functions of (x, λ), i.e. in which λ is effectively viewed
as an additional space-time dimension. Introducing Pµa as a momentum conjugate to faµ in
this higher dimensional Hamiltonian, then we have the well known canonical path integral as
the solution
Zλf [f(λf ), J ] =
∫
Df [x, λ]
∫
DP [x, λ]ei
∫ λf
0 dλ
∫
d2x[Pµa ∂λfaµ− 12 µνabP
µ
a P
ν
b ]Z0[f(0), J ] , (2.62)
6Note that since in two dimensions det(T aµ ) = det ((det f)T
µ
a ), no factors of det f are needed in (2.61)
which is crucial to the simplicity of its solution. Furthermore the superspace Laplacian has a trivial measure
as explained in Appendix A.
7In the Euclidean this is a special case of the Fokker-Planck equation, with the right hand side being the
diffusion term. Although we will not use it, the solutions can be put in Langevin form.
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where Z0[f(0), J ] is the undeformed path integral. Since the exponent of the path integral
is linear in faµ(x, λ), we may integrate it out, leaving only the path integral over the initial
zweibein faµ(x, 0). Being careful to maintain the boundary terms, we find
Zλf [f(λf ), J ] =
∫
Df [x, 0]
∫
DP [x, λ]δ
(
∂P [λ]
∂λ
)
ei
∫
d2x[(Pµa (λf )faµ(λf )−Pµa (0)faµ(0))]
ei
∫ λf
0 dλ
∫
d2x[− 12 µνabP
µ
a P
ν
b ]Z0[f(0), J ] . (2.63)
Since the path integral delta function enforces ∂P
µ
a [x,λ]
∂λ = 0, the conjugate momentum path
integral reduces to that over the initial momentum only which we just denote P aµ (x, λ = 0) =
P aµ (x),
Zλf [f(λf ), J ] =
∫
Df [x, 0]
∫
DP [x]ei
∫
d2x[Pµa (faµ(λf )−faµ(0))]eiλf
∫
d2x[− 12 µνabP
µ
a P
ν
b ]Z0[f(0), J ] .
(2.64)
To make the notation more transparent, we now denote λf = λ, f
a
µ(0) = e
a
µ and f
a
µ(λf ) = f
a
µ
so that we have
Zλ[f, J ] =
∫
De[x]
∫
DP [x] ei
∫
d2x[Pµa (fbν−ebν)]eiλ
∫
d2x[− 12 µνabP
µ
a P
ν
b ]Z0[e, J ] . (2.65)
Performing the final Gaussian integral, and ignoring trivial measure factors, we finally have
Zλ[f, J ] =
∫
De[x] ei
∫
d2x[ 12λ 
µνab(eaµ−faµ)(ebν−fbν)]Z0[e, J ] . (2.66)
This is the quantum version of the central result (2.14), that the T T¯ deformation is equivalent,
to taking the original field theory, coupling it to a dynamical spacetime e, with the addition
of a massive gravity mass term. The validity of this result depends on the validity of (2.61)
and whether or not we need to add additional curvature terms to deal with the coincidence
limit. The arguments of [51, 52] which apply when f is flat strongly suggest that in this case
(2.66) is indeed the correct result.
In writing (2.66) we have assumed a standard linear measure on the path integral over e.
In fact as explained in Appendix A, this is the correct diffeomorphism invariant measure that
reproduces the standard Polyakov measure when written in terms of the metric. Further-
more, this measure is consistent with the requirement that as λ → 0 we recover the original
undeformed theory. To see this we change variables and write e = f +
√
λh, so that (2.66)
becomes
Zλ[f, J ] =
∫
Dh[x] ei
∫
d2x[ 12 
µνabh
a
µh
b
ν]Z0[f +
√
λh, J ] . (2.67)
Hence provided the gaussian path integral is normalized as∫
Dh[x] ei
∫
d2x[ 12 
µνabh
a
µh
b
ν] = 1 , (2.68)
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we satisfy the requirement that
lim
λ→0
Zλ[f, J ] = Z0[f, J ] . (2.69)
The stochastic type path integral (2.63) is closely similar to the holographic bulk cutoff
picture [26] where λ is playing the role of the holographic extra dimension. Indeed, the
derivation of (2.66) is closely similar in spirit to the derivation of the solution of the Wheeler-
de Witt equation given in [54] as emphasized in [26]. It is worth noting that it would be
straightforward to include curvature terms in (2.61), in the path integral solution (2.63). The
result of this would be that we no longer have ∂P [λ]∂λ = 0, which will prevent us from giving a
simple two dimensional path integral result.
2.7 Conformal Field Theories
Up until now we have many no assumption about the matter Lagrangian S0[ϕ, e]. We now
assume that the action is classically conformally invariant S0[ϕ, e] = SCFT [ϕ, e] for which
SCFT [{Ω−∆IϕI},Ωe] = SCFT [{ϕI}, e], with ∆I the conformal weight of ϕI . The mass
term breaks the conformal symmetry, but it can be reintroduced by means of a conformal
Stu¨ckelberg field Ω8 by performing the replacement
e→ Ωˆe , g → Ωˆ2g , ϕI → Ωˆ−∆IϕI . (2.70)
With the addition of the conformal compensator we have the manifestly conformally invariant
action
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, Ωˆ, e] = SCFT [ϕ, e] + (2.71)∫
d2xm2
(
Ωˆ2
√
−det g +
√
−det γ − Ωˆ
√
−det g tr[g−1γ] + 2
√
−det g
√
−det(γ)
)
.
The conformal Stu¨ckelberg field arises as an auxiliary variable and so can be directly inte-
grated out. The equation for the conformal Stu¨ckelberg field is
Ωˆ =
1
2
√√√√tr[g−1γ] + 2√−det γ−det g , (2.72)
and so on substituting back in the action we have
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det γ − m
2
4
√−g (tr[g−1γ])+ SCFT [ϕ, e] . (2.73)
or more explicitly in terms of the diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det ∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)−m
2
4
√−ggµν∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)+SCFT [ϕ, e] .
(2.74)
8Often known as conformal compensator in the supergravity literature.
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This is our central result. The complicated square root structure of the general massive
gravity Lagrangian has disappeared, leaving behind standard sigma model Lagrangians. This
result is remarkable in its simplicity and would have been hard to anticipate from the outset.
The first term in (2.74) is effectively a total derivative and does not lead to any contribu-
tion to the equations of motion for ΦA. Indeed in the absence of boundary term considerations
we have by means of a field dependent diffeomorphism∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det ∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ) =
∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det γµν(x) , (2.75)
which is a field independent constant. Thus the relevant part of the action, at least for the
local dynamics of the Stu¨ckelberg and matter fields is
SP [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
[
−m
2
4
√−ggµν∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)
]
+ SCFT [ϕ, e] . (2.76)
This is the classical action for a (in general) non-critical string model in Brink, Di Vecchia,
Howe, Deser, Zumino form [70, 71], usually referred to as Polyakov form. We thus conclude
that the Stu¨ckelberg fields ΦA act as two additional massless scalars with associated curved
target space geometry γAB(Φ).
For instance, if the original undeformed CFT had been a sum of N scalar fields with
moduli space metric GIJ(ϕ) on the curved spacetime γ
SCFT [ϕ, f ] =
∫
d2x
√
−det γ
(
−1
2
GIJ(ϕ)γ
µν∂µϕ
I∂νϕ
I
)
, (2.77)
then the deformed theory is
SP [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
[
−m
2
4
√−ggµν∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)−
√
−det ggµν 1
2
GIJ(ϕ)∂µϕ
I∂νϕ
J
]
,
(2.78)
which is a non-critical string theory with N + 2 dimensional target space metric
ds2target =
m2
2
γˆAB(Φ)dΦ
AdΦB +GIJ(ϕ)dϕ
IdϕJ . (2.79)
Equivalently the associated Nambu-Goto action is
SNG = ST T¯ = SP +
∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det[∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)] (2.80)
=
∫
d2x
m2
2
√
−det[∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)]−
√
−det[m
2
2
γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB +GIJ(ϕ)∂µϕI∂νϕJ ] ,
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which more simply in unitary gauge φa = xa is
SNG =
∫
d2x
√
−det γm
2
2
[
1−
√
det[δµν +
2
m2
GIJ(ϕ)γµα∂αϕI∂νϕJ ]
]
(2.81)
=
∫
d2x
√
−det γm
2
2
[
1−
√
1 +
2
m2
GIJ(ϕ)γµν∂µϕI∂νϕJ +
2
m4
B
]
(2.82)
=
∫
d2x
√
−det γ 1
2λ
[
1−
√
1 + 2λGIJ(ϕ)γµν∂µϕI∂νϕJ + 2λ2B
]
, (2.83)
with
B =
(
GIJ(ϕ)γ
µν∂µϕ
I∂νϕ
J
)2 −GIJ(ϕ)γµα∂αϕI∂νϕJGKL(ϕ)γνβ∂βϕK∂µϕL . (2.84)
We could of course have arrived at (2.74) by first starting with the zweibein form of the
action (2.14), introducing the conformal compensator e → Ωˆe and then integrating it out.
This would result in the classically conformally invariant action
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
[
m2 det f − 1
4
m2
(
µνabe
a
µf
b
ν
)2
det e
]
+ SCFT [ϕ, e] . (2.85)
Then integrating out the Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields we would return to the metric formulation
(2.74). There appears to be no particular advantage in working with (2.85).
2.8 Special Non-Conformal Field Theories
We now consider a special subclass of non-conformal field theories for which the action takes
the form
S0[ϕ, e] = SCFT [ϕ, e]−
∫
d2x det e V [ϕ] , (2.86)
where V [ϕ] is conformally invariant, so that on introducing the conformal Stu¨ckelberg field
e→ Ωˆe, ϕI → Ωˆ−∆IϕI
S0[{Ωˆ−∆IϕI}, Ωˆe] = SCFT [ϕ, e]−
∫
d2x det e Ωˆ2 V [ϕ] . (2.87)
These describe for example theories of minimally coupled scalars with a potential V [ϕ] such
as the sine-Gordon model. The key virtue of this special class is that the equation for the
conformal compensator remains quadratic, with solution now
Ωˆ =
1
(1− V [ϕ]/m2)
1
2
√√√√tr[g−1γ] + 2√−det γ−det g . (2.88)
Substituting back in we find
ST T¯ [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
m2
2
(1− 2V [ϕ]/m2)
(1− V [ϕ]/m2)
√
−det ∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ)
− m
2
4(1− V [ϕ]/m2)
√−ggµν∂µΦA∂νΦB γˆAB(Φ) + SCFT [ϕ, e] . (2.89)
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This takes a Polyakov form with the addition of a non-standard potential for the matter
fields.
2.9 Field Dependent Diffeomorphisms
Since any metric in two dimensions is locally conformally flat, we may always locally write
F aA(Φ) = e
2β(Φ)δaA, so that the reference zweibein takes the form
faµ = e
2β(Φ)ΛaA∂µΦ
A . (2.90)
Working with the vielbein form of the massive gravity action (2.14) it is straightforward to
see that the equation of motion for the ΦA is entirely determined by the term linear in f ,
namely ∫
d2x
(
−m2µνabeaµf bν
)
, (2.91)
since in the term quadratic in f we may always perform a diffeomorphism that removes the
Φa dependence. Working in the local Lorentz gauge where ΛaA = 1 then the equation of
motion is
− ∂ν
(
e2β(Φ)µνabe
a
µ
)
+ 2e2β(Φ)
∂β
∂Φb
µνace
a
µ∂νΦ
c = 0 , (2.92)
In general this is complicated to solve, but if the reference metric is Minkowski, i.e. if β = 0
it reduces to
∂ν
(
µνabe
a
µ
)
= 0 (2.93)
which is easily solved by eaµ(x) = ∂µZ
a(x), hence the metric g is itself also Minkowski. Even
more remarkably we find that the local Lorentz transformations that describe the zweibein
for each Minkowski metric are tied to each other, so that in the gauge in which the Lorentz
Stu¨ckelberg fields for f are zero, then those for e are zero. The equations of motion for
matter fields ϕ are the standard ones in the unitary gauge for which Za = xa. Hence the
solutions in the unitary gauge Φa = xa can be inferred by means of a field dependent diffeo-
morphism. The Za(x) are the dual Stu¨ckelberg fields, and arise in the same manner as they
do in bigravity theories [58]. The two sets of Stu¨ckelberg fields allows us to give two distinct
descriptions of the same physics, which are related to each other by a field dependent diffeo-
morphism. In higher dimensions, the Galileon duality transformations [58, 72–74] are special
case of the equivalence of the two descriptions. For instance as a special case of the duality
transformations, we make work in more general unitary gauge defined by Φa = xa + sΠa and
Za = xa + (1− s)Πa. This will give rise to a one-parameter family of equivalent descriptions
of the same physics, fields at different values of s related to each other by non-local transfor-
mations.
It terms of solving the system, it is most useful to work in the unitary gauge with Za = xa,
i.e. for which eaµ = δ
a
µ then (2.6) turns into an equation for Φ
a which is simply
∂µΦ
a = δaµ + λµν
abT ν0 b , (2.94)
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where T ν0 n is the Minkowski space stress energy of the undeformed theory. That this equation
is integrable follows from the fact that
ωµ∂ω∂µΦ
a = 0 = λωµµν
ab∂ωT
ν
0 b = −λ∂νT ν0 b = 0 , (2.95)
by virtue of conservation of stress energy on a Minkowski background. These relations are
extremely useful, and have for example been used in [51] to provide a derivation of the CDD
factors for the S-matrix from Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity and in for example [14, 17] to provide
a means of constructing solutions in T T¯ deformed theories.
In the more general curved case, we can make the ansatz
eaµ = e
2β˜(Φ)Λ˜aB∂µZ
B . (2.96)
The Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields should be determined by symmetric vielbein condition (2.29)
which in the Lorentz gauge for which ΛaB = δ
B
a gives
µνeaµf
b
νηab = 0→ µνΛ˜aB∂µZB∂νΦbηab = 0 . (2.97)
For a curved reference metric, Λ˜aB = δ
B
a is no longer the solution since in general 
µν∂µZ
a∂νΦ
bηab 6=
0. The same is true in Minkowski, but there the additional requirement (2.93) enforces
Λ˜aB = δ
B
a . By contrast (2.92) becomes
− ∂ν
(
e2β(Φ)+2β˜(Φ)µνabΛ˜
a
B∂µZ
B
)
+ 2e2β(Φ)+2β˜(Φ)
∂β
∂Φb
µνacΛ˜
a
B∂µZ
B∂νΦ
c = 0 . (2.98)
which even in the unitary gauge Φa = xa does not appear to simplify in any straightforward
way, even if we focus on its antisymmetric part. Hence in a curved spacetime we expect a non-
trivial local Lorentz transformation and conformal transformation between the two zweibeins.
The solution for the Lorentz transformations can be obtained analogous to (2.33) in terms of
the characteristic square root structure. However it does mean that the special features that
make the T T¯ deformation trivially solvable on Minkowski spacetime do not automatically
extend to curved spacetime.
3 From Polyakov to T T¯
The simplicity of the Polyakov form of the action (2.76) suggests that we should have been able
to derive it from the outset, without needing to pass through the massive gravity construc-
tion, at least in the case where the seed theory is a CFT. Indeed starting with a non-critical
string theory, we may infer the correspondence to a T T¯ deformed theory as we outline below.
Consider a classical non-critical string action in Polyakov form, and separate out two of
the target space dimensions. We define by (2λ)−1γˆAB the two dimensional metric associated
with these two target space dimensions assuming that an overall scale λ can be factored out.
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In the case of a curved metric 1/
√
λ is essentially the overall curvature scale. In the case of
a flat toroidal metric it is essentially the size of the torus.
Classically the non-critical string action can then be split up as
SP [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
[
− 1
4λ
√
− det ggµν γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB
]
+ SCFT [ϕ, e] . (3.1)
The string tension has been absorbed in a canonical normalization of the fields Φa. Here g(e)
is implicitly a function of λ by virtue of its on-shell equation of motion. We then have up to
terms which vanish on-shell
d
dλ
SP [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
1
4λ2
√
−det ggµνγµν , (3.2)
where we use the shorthand γµν = γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦ
A∂νΦ
B. Associated with the two dimensional
sub-manifold of the target space with metric γˆAB(Φ), we may define the stress energy tensor√
−det γˆTˆAB(Φ) = 2 δ
δγˆAB(Φ)
SP [ϕ, γ, e] +
1
2λ
√
−det γˆγˆAB(Φ) , (3.3)
where the functional variation is defined in the sense
δSP =
∫
d2Φ
δ
δγˆAB(Φ)
SP [ϕ, γ, e]δγˆAB(Φ) . (3.4)
This is the naive stress energy tensor of the non-critical string action defined relative to
the target space metric, shifted by a cosmological constant term whose relevance is clear
with hindsight. It proves slightly more convenient to rewrite this in terms of a stress energy
associated with the induced metric γµν via
TˆAB = ∂µΦ
A∂νΦ
BTµν , (3.5)
where equivalently√
−det γTµν(x) = 1
2λ
√
−det γγµν(x) + 2 δ
δγµν(x)
SP [ϕ, γ, e] (3.6)
=
1
2λ
√
−det γγµν(x)− 1
2λ
√
−det ggµν(x) . (3.7)
That is
Tµν(x) =
1
2λ
γµν(x)− 1
2λ
√−det g√−det γ g
µν(x) . (3.8)
This equation is the analogue of (2.4). We note that γµν are the components of the inverse
of γµν , i.e. γ
µνγνρ = δ
µ
ρ , so that the indices on it are not being raised with gµν . In particular
if we lower one index we have
Tµν(x) =
1
2λ
δµν −
1
2λ
√−det g√−det γ g
µα(x)γαν . (3.9)
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From (3.8) with a little rearrangement we find
det
[√
−det ggµν
]
= −1 = det
[√
−det γ(γµν − 2λTµν)
]
= −det [γµν − 2λTµν ] , (3.10)
which implies the classical trace flow equation
Θ = 2λdet[T νµ ] = −λ(TµνTµν −Θ2) , (3.11)
where we have defined the trace of the stress energy tensor again as Tµν(x)γµν = Θ.
From the perspective of the non-critical string, (3.8) is an unusual (composite) operator
to define since it is not immediately clear it is associated with the covariant stress energy of
the full CFT, neither that of SCFT [ϕ, e]. The covariant stress energy tensor is√
−det gTµνcov = 2
δ
δgµν(x)
SP [ϕ, γ, e] (3.12)
=
1
2λ
√
−det g
(
gµαgνβγαβ − 1
2
gµνgαβγαβ
)
+
√
−det gTµνCFT , (3.13)
where
√−gTµνCFT (x) = 2 δδgµν(x)SCFT [ϕ, e]. The vanishing of the covariant stress energy tensor
Tµνcov = 0 implies
γµν =
1
2
γαβg
αβgµν − 2λTCFTµν . (3.14)
where TCFTµν = gµαgναT
αβ
CFT . This is the analogue of (2.5). The combination γαβg
αβ cannot
be determined from this equation by virtue of the underlying conformal symmetry, i.e. that
gαβT
αβ
CFT = 0. Rewriting (3.14) we have
gµν = α(γµν + 2λT
CFT
µν ) , (3.15)
with α an undetermined conformal factor. Substituting into (3.8) gives the relation between
the two stress energies
Tµν =
1
2λ
γµν − 1
2λ
√
det(1 + 2λγ−1TCFT )[(γ + 2λTCFT )−1]µν (3.16)
= TµνCFT +O(λ) . (3.17)
This equation is the direct analogue of (2.7) and its form explains why we included a cos-
mological constant term in the definition of the stress energy tensor. We see that Tµν is a λ
deformed version of the stress tensor of the original CFT SCFT [ϕ, e].
Making use of the trace of (3.8) we have
Θ = Tµνγµν =
1
λ
− 1
2λ
√−det g√−det γ g
µνγµν . (3.18)
so that the flow equation is
d
dλ
SP [ϕ, γ, e] = −
∫
d2x
[
1
2λ
√
−det γΘ− 1
2λ2
√
−det γ
]
. (3.19)
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Equivalently defining the cosmological constant shifted action
Sλ[ϕ, γ] = SP [ϕ, γ, e∗] +
∫
d2x
1
2λ
√
−det γ , (3.20)
then
d
dλ
Sλ[ϕ, γ] = −
∫
d2x
[
1
2λ
√
−det γΘ
]
. (3.21)
This relation appears to be very different that (2.1). Indeed, it cannot be used to define a
perturbative expansion in λ since the right hand side scales like 1/λ. The naive divergence is
of course cancelled by the fact that classically Θλ=0 = 0, but this implies we already need to
know the first order perturbation of the stress energy on the RHS in order to determine the
first order perturbation of the action!
Fortunately this is easily dealt with. Making use of the trace flow equation (3.11) we
have
d
dλ
Sλ[ϕ, γ] =
1
2
∫
d2x
√
−det γ(TµνTµν −Θ2) . (3.22)
which can now be used to define the deformation perturbatively. This is exactly the metric
version of the T T¯ deformation (2.1) given that (3.6) implies that Tµν is indeed the appropri-
ately defined stress energy √
−det γTµν(x) = 2 δ
δγµν(x)
Sλ[ϕ, γ] . (3.23)
Thus there is a one to one correspondence between the T T¯ deformed action Sλ[ϕ, γ] and the
Polyakov form non-critical string action SP [ϕ, γ, e], for a seed CFT, the two being related
by the target space cosmological constant shift (3.20). Since for a fixed reference metric the
addition of a cosmological constant to the action is irrelevant, we conclude that classically
the non-critical string theory described by the Polyakov action (3.1) is identical to the T T¯
deformed theory defined by (3.22).
3.1 T T¯ Hamiltonian for a CFT
Remarkably we will now see that it is trivial to construct the Hamiltonian of the T T¯ de-
formation for any CFT without needing to solve any differential equation or even algebraic
relations. As in section 2.5 we may always choose to parameterize the induced target space
metric in ADM form as
γµνdx
µdxν = −M2(x, t)dt2 +B2(x, t)(dx+Mx(x, t)dt)2 . (3.24)
where in this subsection we work in unitary gauge Φa = xa. Since the Polyakov action is
conformally invariant, we can without any loss of generality fix the dynamical metric in the
ADM form
gµνdx
µdxν = −N2(x, t)dt2 +B2(x, t)(dx+Nx(x, t)dt)2 . (3.25)
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In doing so we note that only N and Nx are dynamical, and the spatial scale factor is fixed
using conformal symmetry to be the same as the target space metric. This means that
gµν = γµν when N = M and N
x = Mx. We write the action for the undeformed theory in
the same canonical form as considered in section 2.5
SCFT [ϕ, e] =
∫
d2x
[∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NH−NxHx −
∑
a
λaCa
]
. (3.26)
The stress energy defined relative to the γ metric is from (3.8)
Tµν =
1
2λ
δµν −
1
2λ
√−det g√−det γ g
µαγαν , (3.27)
which can be conveniently denoted as
Tµν =
1
2λ
1− ( 1NM (M2 −B2Mx2) + B2MxNxNM ) −B2(Nx−Mx)NM
−
(
MxN
M − N
xM
N − B
2NxMx(Nx−Mx)
NM
)
1−
(
B2MxNx
NM +
N
M − B
2Nx2
NM
) . (3.28)
Furthermore
Tr[g−1γ] = 1 +
M2
N2
− B
2
N2
(Mx −Nx)2 . (3.29)
Then the deformed action using the Polyakov action is then
Sλ =
∫
d2x
[
1
2λ
MB − NB
4λ
(
1 +
M2
N2
− B
2
N2
(Nx −Mx)2
)
+
∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NH−NxHx −
∑
a
λaCa
]
.
(3.30)
Varying with respect to Nx gives Nx = Mx + 2λNHx/B3 and substituting back in
Sλ =
∫
d2x
[
1
2λ
MB − NB
4λ
(
1 +
M2
N2
)
− NλH
2
x
B3
+
∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I −NH−MxHx −
∑
a
λaCa
]
.
(3.31)
In turn, varying with respect to N then gives
N =
M√
1 + 4λB
(
H+ λH2x
B3
) , (3.32)
and so substituting back in we have the final T T¯ deformed action defined on an arbitrary
curved spacetime
Sλ =
∫
d2x
[∑
I
ΠI ϕ˙I − MB
2λ
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4λ
B
(
H+ λH
2
x
B3
))
−MxHx −
∑
a
λaCa
]
.
(3.33)
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Once again this result is remarkable in its simplicity. Equivalently the Hamiltonian defined
on the constraint surface Ca = 0 is
H =
∫
dx
MB
2λ
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4λ
B
(
H+ λH
2
x
B3
))
+MxHx . (3.34)
In particular working in the coordinate system where M = 1 and Mx = 0 we find
H =
∫
dx
B
2λ
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4λ
B
(
H+ λH
2
x
B3
))
. (3.35)
Burgers Equation: This square root structure is exactly the form we obtain from solving
the inviscid Burgers equation
∂λEn(R, λ) = En(R, λ)∂REn(R, λ) +
1
R
Pn(R)
2 , (3.36)
with initial conditions appropriate for a CFT on a cylinder of radius R
En(R, 0) = (n+ n¯− c/12)/R , PN (R) = (n− n¯)/R , (3.37)
which gives
En(R, λ) =
R
2λ
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4λEn(R, 0)
R
+
4λ2P 2n
R2
)
. (3.38)
Indeed if we take the reference metric to be flat and compactify x ∈ [0, 1] and take B = R
then (3.35) is precisely (3.38) given the identification
En(R, λ) = 〈n|H|n〉, En(R, 0) = 〈n|H|n〉 Pn(R) = 1
R
〈n|Hx|n〉 , (3.39)
for an energy eigenstate labelled by (n, n¯). Equation (3.35) is the appropriate classical gen-
eralization to a curved spacetime. The universality of this form is remarkable, although as
we have seen is directly tied to the assumed conformal invariance of the seed theory.
To confirm that (3.33) is the correct T T¯ deformation for a general CFT, we differentiate
dSλ
dλ
=
∫
d2xMB
(
1 + 2λHB −
√
1 + 4λB
(
H+ λH2x
B3
))
2λ2
√
1 + 4λB
(
H+ λH2x
B3
) . (3.40)
The trace of the stress energy tensor is explicitly
Θ =
1
λ
− N
2Mλ
Tr[g−1γ] =
1
2λ
(
2− N
M
− M
N
+
B2
NM
(Mx −Nx)2
)
,
= −
(
1 + 2λHB −
√
1 + 4λB
(
H+ λH2x
B3
))
λ
√
1 + 4λB
(
H+ λH2x
B3
) . (3.41)
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a result which may be derived directly by varying (3.33) with respect to γ. Hence we conclude
that
dSλ
dλ
= −
∫
d2x
[
1
2λ
√
−det γΘ
]
=
∫
d2x
√
−det γ 1
2
(TµνT
µν −Θ2) , (3.42)
as required.
3.2 From Polyakov to Special Non-Conformal Field Theories
Armed with the knowledge that the T T¯ deformation is a direct consequence of the Polyakov
action on a curved target space, we can easily imagine generalizations. For instance, from the
perspective of the non-critical string, there is no reason why the target space metric should
not include explicit dependence on ϕ in front of γ, e.g. in the form
SP [ϕ, γ, e] =
∫
d2x
[
−1
4
√
−det ggµνe2χ(ϕ,λ)γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB
]
+ SCFT [ϕ, e] . (3.43)
Differentiating with respect to λ gives up to terms which vanish on-shell
d
dλ
SP [ϕ, γ, e] = −
∫
d2x
1
2
∂χ(ϕ, λ)
∂λ
√
−det ge2χ(Φ,ϕ,λ)gµνγµν , (3.44)
We define a closely related stress energy to earlier which comes from varying
ST¯ T¯ = SP [ϕ, γ, e] +
∫
d2x
1
2
α(ϕ, λ)
√
−det γ , (3.45)
with respect to γ, namely (remember that indices of T are lowered with γ)
Tµν =
1
2
α(ϕ, λ)δµν −
1
2
e2χ(ϕ,λ)
√−det g√−det γ g
µα(x)γαν . (3.46)
From this we infer the flow equation
det
[√−det g√−det γ gµα(x)γαν
]
= 1 = e−4χ det[αδµν − 2Tµν ] , (3.47)
which is to say e4χ = α2 − 2αΘ + 4 detTµν . Now
d
dλ
ST¯ T¯ =
∫
d2x
√
−det γ
[
1
2
∂α
∂λ
+
∂χ
∂λ
(Θ− α)
]
=
∫
d2x
√
−det γ
[
1
2
∂α
∂λ
+
1
2α
∂χ
∂λ
(−α2 + 4 detTµν − e4χ)] . (3.48)
In order to interpret this purely as a T T¯ deformation we need to have
∂α
∂λ
− 1
α
∂χ
∂λ
(
α2 + e4χ
)
= 0 ,
1
α
∂χ
∂λ
= −1
2
, (3.49)
which gives the second order differential equation
∂2χ
∂λ2
−
(
∂χ
∂λ
)2
− 1
4
e4χ = 0 . (3.50)
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One solution of this equation is
e2χ(x) =
1
λ(1− λV [ϕ]) , α(x) =
1− 2λV [ϕ]
λ(1− λV [ϕ]) , (3.51)
which is precisely the solution considered in section 2.8 given λ = 1/m2. The most general
solution is obtained from (3.50) by the replacement λ→ λ+U(ϕ). It is easy to imagine how
we might generalize arguments of this nature.
A crucial difference in the present case, distinct from that of a seed CFT, is that since
the Polyakov and T T¯ amplitude are related by a ϕ dependent cosmological constant term
(3.45), i.e. they are no longer equivalent theories even classically. The T T¯ is equivalent to the
non-critical string theory with an additional potential energy α(ϕ, λ) coupled to the target
space metric. This additional potential is nevertheless classically conformally invariant, and
so we may still attempt to quantize directly the action
ST¯ T¯ =
∫
d2x
[
−1
4
√
−det ggµνe2χ(ϕ,λ)γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB
]
+
−
∫
d2x
∂χ
∂λ
√
−det γˆAB(Φ)∂µΦA∂νΦB + SCFT [ϕ, e] . (3.52)
We leave the interesting question of whether such theories can be consistent quantized to
future work. One obvious point to note is that the additional potential breaks manifest
diffemorphism invariance on the full target space by singling out two of the dimensions.
4 Stochastic Path Integral for JT¯ +T J¯ + T T¯ Deformations.
In addition to the T T¯ deformations, it is possible to consider deformations defined by any
pair of conserved currents J and J ′ [7]. The simplest such examples are the JT¯ and T J¯ defor-
mations first considered in [19], but in turn it is possible to consider higher spin deformations
[5, 24, 25]. We will focus here on the case of the JT¯ and T J¯ deformations for simplicity.
Explicit worldsheet strong constructions have been given in for example [42]. It is natural to
ask if there is a path integral expression which describes the deformations in these cases. It
is in fact straightforward to derive one following the method discussed in section 2.6.
To set notation, consider a pair of conserved currents Jµ and J˜µ, and define a pair of
null vectors na and n˜a which satisfy n
2 = n˜2 = 0, abnanb = 1 and n.n˜ = 1. To keep things
relatively general, consider a combined T T¯ , JT¯ and T J¯ deformation with relative weights
αTT , αJT and α˜JT , each of which are constants. The currents Jµ and J˜µ are associated
to some U(1) global symmetry. In order to describe this in a path integral we gauge the
symmetries by introducing background U(1) gauge fields Aµ and A˜µ which are the U(1)
version of faµ . At the level of the path integral Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ], where Jϕ describes external
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sources for ϕ, the deformation is defined by the solution of the functional differential equation
i
dZλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ]
dλ
= (−i)2
∫
d2x lim
y→x
[
αTT
2
µν
ab δ
2Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ]
δfaµ(x)δf
b
ν(y)
+ αJT µνn
a δ
2Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ]
δAµ(x)δfaν (y)
+ α˜JT µν n˜
a δ
2Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ]
δA˜µ(x)δfaν (y)
]
, (4.1)
corresponding to at the classical level a deformation
dSλ[f,A, A˜]
dλ
= −
∫
d2xµν
(
1
2
αT T¯ abT
a
µT
b
ν + αJTnaJµT
a
ν + α˜JT n˜aJ˜µT
a
ν
)
, (4.2)
given the classical identification
det fJµ =
δS
δAµ(x)
, det fJ˜µ =
δS
δA˜µ(x)
, det fTµa =
δS
δfaµ(x)
. (4.3)
Once again, (4.1) is a stochastic, or functional Schro¨dinger equation in one additional dimen-
sion λ, with a Hamiltonian that is purely quadratic in momenta. We may hence immediately
write down its path integral solution
Zλf [f(λf ), A(λf ), A˜(λf ), Jϕ] =
∫
Df [x, λ]
∫
DP [x, λ]
∫
DPA[x, λ]
∫
DA[x, λ]
∫
DP˜A[x, λ]
∫
DA˜[x, λ]
exp
[
i
∫ λf
0
dλ
∫
d2x
[
Pµa ∂λf
a
µ + P
µ
A∂λAµ + P˜
µ
A∂λA˜µ − Hˆ
]]
Z0[f(0), A(0), A˜(0), Jϕ] , (4.4)
where
Hˆ = αTT
2
µν
abPµa P
ν
b + αJT µνn
aPµAP
ν
a + α˜JT µν n˜
aP˜µAP
ν
a . (4.5)
Performing the path integral over f , A and A˜ which each give functional delta functions, then
remembering to keep track of boundary terms, and performing an obvious change of notation
we have
Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ] =
∫
De[x]
∫
DP [x]
∫
DPA[x]
∫
DB[x]
∫
DP˜A[x]
∫
DB˜[x]
exp
[
i
∫
d2x
(
Pµa (f
a
µ − eaµ) + PµA(Aµ −Bµ) + P˜µA(A˜µ − B˜µ)− H˜
)]
Z0[e,B, B˜, Jϕ] , (4.6)
with
H˜ = λ
[αTT
2
µν
abPµa P
ν
b + αJT µνn
aPµAP
ν
a + α˜JT µν n˜
aP˜µAP
ν
a
]
, (4.7)
with the difference being that now H˜ is a function of momentum fields which are just func-
tions of x, and the path integrals are similarly only over functions of x.
Stated differently, the classical theory which we need to quantize to describe a combined
T T¯ + JT¯ + T J¯ deformation is
ST T¯JT¯JT¯ =
∫
d2x
(
Pµa (f
a
µ − eaµ) + PAµ(Aµ −Bµ) + P˜µA(A˜µ − B˜µ)− H˜
)
+S0[e,B, B˜] . (4.8)
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How we proceed depends on the precise structure of the deformations, i.e. it is slightly
different if certain coefficients vanish. For simplicity, we consider the most general case for
which all the deformations are non-zero. Integrating over PA
µ and P˜µA sets two constraints
Aµ −Bµ − λαJT µνnaP νa = 0 , A˜µ − B˜µ − λα˜JT µν n˜aP νa = 0 . (4.9)
Provided αJT 6= 0 and α˜JT 6= 0 we may view these as fixing P aµ , namely
Pµa = −
1
λαJT
µν n˜a(Aν −Bν)− 1
λα˜JT
µνna(A˜ν − B˜ν) . (4.10)
This removes the final momentum integrals, giving
Zλ[f,A, A˜, Jϕ] =
∫
De[x]
∫
DB[x]
∫
DB˜[x] exp
[
i
∫
d2x
(
− 1
λαJT
µν n˜a(f
a
µ − eaµ)(Aν −Bν)
− 1
λα˜JT
µνna(f
a
µ − eaµ)(A˜ν − B˜ν)−
αTT
λαJT α˜JT
µν(Aµ −Bµ)(A˜ν − B˜ν)
)]
Z0[e,B, B˜, Jϕ] .(4.11)
This is exactly the path integral considered recently in [23], at least in the case where the
reference metric is Minkowski. More precisely [23] consider a Stu¨ckelberg-erized form in which
we introduce a U(1) Stu¨ckelberg field in the B and B˜
Bµ → Bµ − ∂µα , B˜µ → B˜µ − ∂µα˜ , (4.12)
and linear diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields eaµ → eaµ − ∂µY a. The path integral will then
include the integral over the Stu¨ckelberg fields and a division by the volume of the gauge
orbit. Although it makes no difference to the unitary gauge Lagrangian, from our perspec-
tive it makes more sense to introduce standard non-linear diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields
through faµ → F aA(Φ)∂µΦA, in particular to account for the case in which the spacetime is
curved. However we suspect that for at least the flat reference metric case, this will make
no difference to the essential results of [23] given that these symmetries are broken by the
deformation terms, and we are free to introduce Stu¨ckelberg fields however we choose without
fundamentally change the physics. The only difference between them is the precise way in
which we deal with the volume of the gauge orbit. We refer to [23], and [22] in the special
case of a pure JT¯ deformation, for a more complete treatment of the quantum path inte-
gral. It is straightforward to see how these arguments may be generalized to the higher spin
deformations [5, 24, 25].
5 Discussion
In this article we have shown that classically the T T¯ deformation of an arbitrary field theory
on curved spacetime is equivalent to two dimensional ghost-free massive gravity, and that
when the field theory is a CFT this in turn is classically equivalent to a non-critical string
theory. In the process we have been able to rederive many relations previously observed in
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the literature, but with considerable ease. For instance, we are able to give a closed form to
the action for the classical T T¯ deformation of an arbitrary CFT. We are also able to derive
the deformation straightforwardly as a consequence of the action for a non-critical string,
without making use of gauge fixing, which has been the approach previously relied on.
We have also given explicit solutions to proposed versions of the quantum flow equations
in terms of a stochastic path integral in which the flow parameter λ acts as an additional
space-time direction. This result was implicit in the work of [7], however our derivation is
considerably more transparent, and resolves issues about the choice of measure. In particular
we have seen that we reproduce exactly the path integrals proposed for T T¯ deformations in
[51, 52] and for more general deformations in [23] with considerable ease, and this approach
can straightforwardly be generalized to arbitrary higher spin deformations.
The central question is – to what extent does our proposal survive quantization on a
curved spacetime? When the reference metric is flat, the proposed path integrals have passed
several non-trivial checks, but on a curved spacetime the conformal anomaly, i.e. the central
charge, becomes important, and so many of the formal manipulations may lead to non-trivial
measure contributions. We may however take the perspective that we define the quantum
theory by whatever classical description appears to be simplest to quantize. In that vain,
there is a clear proposal for the case where the seed theory is a CFT, namely as the quantized
description of a non-critical string along the lines of the flat space proposal considered recently
in [13]. That is because, considering the original CFT on curved spacetime is equivalent to
the very modest deformation of a non-critical string with curved target space metric. The
latter, although not without issues, is much better understood and there has been notable
work on non-critical string quantization [13, 75–78]. We leave it to future work to test these
proposals.
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A Path Integral Measure
The measure of the path integral can be understood as the volume measure associated with
a metric on superspace, in this case the space of all possible zweibein configurations9. The
natural metric over zweibeins is
δs2 = −
∫
d2x µνabδe
a
µ(x)δe
b
ν(x) = −
∫
d2x 2 det[δeaµ(x)] . (A.1)
9We would like to thank Vasudev Shyam for helpful discussions that prompted this analysis.
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This superspace metric is diffeomorphism invariant by virtue of being the integral of a two-
form. The determinant of this superspace metric is essentially unity (or a fixed constant)
since for each x
det[⊗ ] = 1 , (A.2)
and the full determinant on superspace is
Det[Gµax;
ν
by] = Πx det[⊗ ] = Πx1 = 1 . (A.3)
Since the determinant is a constant, the path integral over zweibeins preserves the linearity
property ∫
De =
∫
D(e+ f) . (A.4)
Furthermore up to an overall normalization the Gaussian integral is defined as∫
De e i2
∫
d2x µνab(e
a
µ(x)−faµ(x))(ebν(x)−fbν(x)) = 1 . (A.5)
This is what is implicitly used in sections 2.6 and 4. It is not immediately clear that this linear
measure for zweibeins is equivalent to the standard measure for integration over metrics used
for example in quantizing a bosonic string [79]. Fortunately it is, as can be seen by changing
variables in superspace. A generic zweibein can be thought of as a metric perturbation
together with a local Lorentz transformation. At the infinitessimal level, this implies the
following decomposition
δeaµ = η
accdδω e
d
µ + δh
a
µ , (A.6)
where δω denotes the infinitessimal form of a local Lorentz transformation Λab = e
ηaccbδω,
and δhaµ encodes the remaining metric perturbations. In order to directly associate δh
a
µ with
the metric perturbation we must fix a local Lorentz gauge, and the best one to choose is the
symmetric vielbein condition
ηabe
a
µδh
b
ν = ηabe
a
νδh
b
µ . (A.7)
Crucially with this choice we have the factorization
det[ηaccdδω e
d
µ + δh
a
µ] = det[η
accdδω e
d
µ] + det[δh
a
µ] = −δω2 det(e) + det[δhaµ] . (A.8)
Our goal now is to rewrite this in terms of the actual metric perturbation δgµν . Since gµν =
ηabe
a
µe
b
ν then
δgµν = ηabe
a
µδh
b
ν + ηabδh
a
µe
b
ν , (A.9)
where the local Lorentz transformations δω drop out. By virtue of the symmetric vielbein
condition this is
δgµν = 2ηabe
a
µδh
b
ν . (A.10)
From this we infer
gµαδgαν = 2e
µ
aδh
a
ν , (A.11)
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and so on taking the determinant
det[gµαδgαν ] = 4 det[e
µ
aδh
a
ν ] =
4
det(e)
det[δhaµ] . (A.12)
Putting this together (remembering that det(e) =
√−g) we have
δs2 =
∫
d2x
√−g
[
2δω2 − 1
2
det[gµαδgαν ]
]
, (A.13)
=
∫
d2x
√−g
[
2δω2 +
1
4
(
gµνgαβδgµαgνβ
)
− 1
4
(gµνδgµν)
2
]
. (A.14)
The first term is the naive covariant measure for integration over local Lorentz transformations
in two dimensions. The second and third term are exactly Polyakov’s measure for the bosonic
string with the special choice C = −1 (in the notation of [79]). Most importantly this measure
is manifestly diffeomorphism invariant and includes within it the Liouville measure. Indeed
borrowing the argument of [79], the ‘unitary’ gauge path integral measure then becomes∫
De(x) ≡
∫
Dω(x)
∫
Dσ(x)
∫
Dξa(x)
√
det Lˆ , (A.15)
where eσ(x) is the conformal factor of the two dimensional metric, ξa(x) encodes diffeomor-
phisms and
√
det Lˆ gives the Liouville measure where(
Lˆξ
)a
= ∇b(∇aξb +∇bξa − gab∇cξc) . (A.16)
All the integrals on the right hand side of (A.15) are defined in a manifestly diffeomorphism
invariant way (i.e. including factors of
√−g as per (A.13)). The only difference from [79] is
the extra integration over local Lorentz transformations. Equation (A.15) is the unitary gauge
version of the appropriate path integral measure that comes from the Stu¨ckelberg formulation
in which
∫ Dω(x) describes the integration over the local Lorentz Stu¨ckelberg fields Λab(x),∫
Dξa(x) the integration over the local diffeomorphism Stu¨ckelberg fields Φa, and the two
dimensional metric is gauge fixed to be conformally flat gµν = e
σ(x)ηµν . It is somewhat
remarkable that the nontrivial Liouville measure is hidden within the rather standard linear
measure over zweibeins.
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